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VIBIA WALL LIGHTS

With the arrival of spring and summer the outdoors becomes an extension 
of the home and as such an area where lighting plays an important role 
in setting the atmosphere. 

With a range of wall lights to choose from Vibia lighting offers a solution for 
any outdoor setting, whether it be a terrace or an open garden surrounded 
by nature. Fittings with an IP65 rating and LED source that match technical 
performance with design flare.

Lighting the vertical surfaces of outdoor settings



Origami is both a wall light and artistic installation created for Vibia 
by Ramón Esteve, its design is inspired by the Japanese art of paper 
folding, here a single fitting or series of fittings create a fluid tracing of 
indirect light over walls with a marked sculptural character.

ORIGAMI

The Micro wall light is a Ramos & 
Bassols design that as its name 
suggests is small but perfectly 
formed, just 10 cm in diameter but 
with a powerful luminance impact 
that is ideal for generating a subtle 
and contemporary lighting effect in 
the outdoors.

MICRO



The Bamboo wall lights, 
from the Antoni Arola & Enric 
Rodríguez Bamboo collection, 
recreates a stub protruding 
from its setting that throws an 
arc of light over the adjacent 
surface. A naturalistic and 
subtle illumination for creating 
an intimate and warm 
ambience.

BAMBOO



The Meridiano wall 
light designed for Vibia 
by Jordi Vilardell & 
Meritxell Vidal is a wall 
sculpture that creates a 
geometric motif of light 
and shade, a lamp that 
reflects the metal steel 
rods structure of the 
collection beautifully 
adapted to highlight 
vertical surfaces.

MERIDIANO



Break is a Xuclà & Alemany design 
the wall version of which consists 
of a subtle volume that perches on 
vertical surfaces, and can be angled 
as required to provide an up or 
down-light. A sculptural cubic volume 
available in earthy colour choices 
to compliment a setting even when 
turned off.

BREAK

And finally the Scotch light 
with its pressed glass diffuser, 
a Oscar & Sergi Devesa design 
that is equally appropriate 
for outdoor ceiling soffits or 
walls. Powerful and robust yet 
delicate and minimalist.

SCOTCH

Press enquiries 
For press enquiries, please contact: 
Smart Deco: vibia@smartdeco.es

About Vibia 
Founded in 1987 VIBIA makes contemporary designer lighting systems that bring technological innovation and cultural 
expression together. Based in Barcelona city centre and with a presence in more than 80 countries around the world, 
it also has an associate in the USA. VIBIA’s products provide specific solutions and also inspire the creative capacity of 
architectural, interior design and lighting professionals with a catalogue filled with unique lamps. 
vibia.com


